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	CMOS Integrated Switching Power Converters: A Structured Design Approach, 9781441988423 (1441988424), Springer, 2011

	The application framework of the presented research work is stablished in the area
	of the low-power portable stand-alone devices. Considering as a paradigm application
	the implementation of future portable terminals for telecommunications, two
	opposed trends coexist that determine the need for an optimized energy management.
	An important increase in power consumption is expected in future battery
	operated terminals, specially for the third and fourth generation systems (3G, 4G),
	due to the increasing demand in their functionalities, extended towards audiovisual
	communication and a much higher multimedia data flow (the last issue could also
	be referred to the personal audio players). In addition to this, other low-power standalone
	devices, such as the telemetric sensing devices and wireless sensor networks
	motes, should be the application target of the herein presented work. Microsystems
	and nanoelectronic circuits power supply fit this category as well.


	On the other hand, the energy density increase of power sources (nowadays
	based in lithium-ion batteries) is expected to evolve much slower than the mentioned
	power demands of future systems. Furthermore, an improvement in terms of
	ergonomics and compactness is ever demanded in this kind of devices, as well as a
	longer operating life (which strongly constraints the use and selection of the whole
	powering system, i.e. from the battery to the power management circuitry).


	This book describes the structured design and optimization of efficient, energy processing integrated circuits. The approach is multidisciplinary, covering the monolithic integration of IC design techniques, power electronics and control theory. In particular, this book enables readers to conceive, synthesize, design and implement integrated circuits with high-density high-efficiency on-chip switching power regulators. Topics covered encompass the structured design of the on-chip power supply, efficiency optimization, IC-compatible power inductors and capacitors, power MOSFET switches and efficient switch drivers in standard CMOS technologies.
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Handbook of Parenting: Volume 5: Practical Issues in Parenting, Second EditionPsychology Press, 2002

	Completely revised and expanded from four to five volumes, this new edition of the Handbook of Parenting appears at a time that is momentous in the history of parenting. Parenting and the family are today in a greater state of flux, question, and redefinition than perhaps ever before. We are witnessing the emergence of striking...


		

Using Your First PC (Cliffs Notes)Cliffs Notes, 1999
The shrinking price of a home computer made you run out and buy one. But how do you use it? This guide takes the fear and frustration out of getting your PC up and running, without a lot of technical mumbo-jumbo. Computers are supposed to make life less complicated, and Cliff's shows you how in clear, easy-to-follow language and exercises....

		

Cardiac Pacing and ICDS (4th Edition)John Wiley & Sons, 2005

	Fully revised and updated, the fourth edition of "Cardiac Pacing and ICDs" continues to be an accessible and practical clinical reference for residents, fellows, surgeons, nurses, PAs, and technicians. The chapters are organized in the sequence of the evaluation of an actual patient, making it an effective practical guide. Revised...





	

Multidimensional ChromatographyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Research and development in the field of hyphenated techniques has been growing rapidly in the last few years, as indicated by the growing number of conferences on the subject and also the huge number of papers published on techniques such as LC-GC (Liquid Chromatography-Gas Chromatography). Multidimensional techniques - the combination of 2...


		

Cost Estimation Techniques for Web ProjectsIGI Global, 2007
Having realistic estimates of effort at an early stage in a Web project's life is vital to the successful management of resources. The principles of the prediction process are identifying the influencing factors, gathering past project data, generating an effort prediction model, and assessing the effectiveness of such prediction model.    Cost...

		

Software Security : Building Security InAddison Wesley, 2006
Beginning where the best-selling book Building Secure Software left off, Software Security teaches you how to put software security into practice.The software security best practices, or touchpoints, described in this book have...
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